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AMMONIUM NITRATE PLANT, BURRUP PENINSULA — NITROGEN DIOXIDE RELEASE 

197. Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE to the Minister for Environment: 
I refer to the answer to my question asked on 13 June regarding Yara’s technical ammonium nitrate plant in the 
Pilbara. 
(1) Were these start-up releases addressed in the Environmental Protection Authority’s original assessment 

of the TAN plant? 

(2) If yes to (1), is this a breach of Yara’s operating conditions? 
(3) If no to (1), why not? 

(4) Has there been another release of this nature from the Yara TAN plant since 29 April? 

(5) Given that Yara Pilbara has stated that there will be a release of this nature every time the plant is in 
start-up mode and the government’s stated position is that this is an abnormal event, what will be done to 
address these ongoing releases? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to 
me by the Office of the Environmental Protection Authority. 

(1) Yes. 

(2) No. 

(3) The company is required to adopt and implement best practice pollution control technology to minimise 
air emissions, which are monitored under its approved ambient air quality monitoring program. The 
conditions do not prohibit start-up events that large processing plants will always require as part of their 
operation. 

(4) Another release of this nature from the Yara TAN plant has not been reported to the Department of 
Environment Regulation since 29 April 2017. 

(5) Abnormal events can include plant start-up, shut down, and upset conditions. During abnormal events, 
emissions can be higher than normal. The TAN plant is currently being commissioned, and therefore 
abnormal events may occur more frequently. However, these events are generally infrequent and for short 
durations. Once operational, it is expected that the TAN plant will shut down or start-up four to five times 
per year. As a result of the 29 April event, Yara Pilbara has introduced additional controls to improve 
emissions during start-up.  
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